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DACKGROUND
Modem explosively formed projectile warhwuls, such as SADARM, produce a single robust penetrating fragment. However, greater lethality could often be achieved by either a number of smaller fragments or a deep penetrating jet depending on the target properties. Hicrefore, multiple mode warheads provide increased utility and overall lethality due to their applicability over a larger range of targets. The Advanced Warhead Concepts 1L1R project is investigating advanced multiple mode warhead concepts based on charge designs employing explosives with different properties and initiation logic. These advanced warhead concepts are being investigated using dynamic finite clement analysis and experimental verification. Current dynamic finite element programs, such as DYNA3D, do not adequately treat detonation interaction phenomena produced by explosives with different properties and multiple initiation points. Therefore, the FY90 effort was to develop and implement a significant enhancement for the treatment of detonation interactions. This has been done by producing an advanced detonation products equation of state, appropriate for overdriven detonations produced by detonation interactions. This new equation of state provides an improved high pressure description, and retains the low pressure expansion behavior required for standard material acceleration modeling. ? dV for large V, so that ideal gas behavior is asymptotically approached.
EXPERIMENTAHON
Copper cylinder expansion tests and steel dent plate teats were done. The copper cylinder expansion tests consisted of oxygen free copper tube (lO'H X TOD X 3/4"ID) filled with octol 75/25. Each charge was detonated from one end, and the cylinder wall movement was measured using an ultrahigh speed smear camera. The dent plate tests consisted of a 3" diameter charge placed on top of three 3" thick RHA steel plates. The charge is detonated and the resulting dent profile is measured using a sliding micrometer. The charges consisted of 1.5" and 2.5" height octol 75/25. 
PARAMETERIZATION A generalized method of parameterization has been developed using a nonlinear optimization program (NLQPEB), thermochemical calculations (TIGER), and a mathematical cylinder test model (CYLTEST). The
DYNAMIC FINITE ELEMENT COMPUTATIONS
The equation of stale has been implemented into the dynamic finite element program DYNA2D. Hie cylinder expansion and plate dent tests have been modeled using JWLB, as well as JWL with standard parameters for comparison. Figure 7 shows the cylinder test modeling at 6 microsecond intervals. 
EOS Calculations
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Specific Volume (cc/g) 3.000 xio 0 Figure 6 . Plot of the Gruncisen parameter versus specific volume fa the principle isentrope and reactive Hugoniot. The BKWR and JWLB calculations agree very closely.
